Throughout this particularly hot and humid summer, certainly one deserving of heavier than normal doses of sea shore lazing and Tom Collins sipping, I have been most impressed by the number of CAS members who've devoted their valuable time to serving the Society. As a consequence, this has been an especially productive summer for the CAS Society.
In my last column I reported on the status of the drive to increase the Technical Activities Board (TAB) representation on the IEEE Board and the restructuring of TAB. At this time I am very pleased to report that the IEEE Board passed, at its June meeting, a historic Bylaws Amendment which increases the number of TAB Division and Delegate Directors from eight to ten. As mentioned in my last column, a Constitutional Amendment has been placed on the IEEE ballot to achieve a very similar, but less flexible, result in parallel. Since it is too late to remove the Constitutional Amendment from the ballot, its authors and I urge you to defeat this Constitutional Amendment by casting a No vote.
In addition to enhancing the Technical Societies'/ Councils' voice on the IEEE Board, increasing the number of TAB Divisions has provided the long-sought opportunity to restructure TAB. In my last column I mentioned a proposed divisional alignment of the CAS Society with the Electron Devices (ED) Society and the Solid-State Circuits (SC) Council. This alignment was unanimously endorsed by the CAS AdCom at our May meeting and enthusiastically supported by the presidents of the Electron Devices Society and Solid-State Circuits Council. I am very pleased to report that this alignment has been successfully achieved. As of January 1, 1984, our new Division will include the Quantum Electronics and Applications (QEA) and Components, Hybrids, and Manufacturing Technology (CHMT) Societies, in addition to the already mentioned SC Council and CAS and ED Societies. This new Division will constitute a total membership of nearly 25,000.
One exciting outcome of our new divisional alignment is the eventual publication of a division Magazine which would replace the Societies' individual magazines and newsletters. The advantages of publishing a single magazine which serves 25,000 members, compared to four publications which individually serve 10,000 members or less, are obvious. Ming Liou is currently chairing an ad hoc committee, comprised of representatives from all the constituent Societies/Council, which is vigorously working to prepare a draft proposal for such a magazine. Now that ISCAS '83 is behind us, I can say without any fear of contradiction that it was truly a professional and social success. I find it hard to conceive of a social event which could surpass the wine tasting party given at Newport Beach, but I am confident that Swamy will try his best to cook one up for ISCAS '84. At the May AdCom meeting, proposals for the IscAs's '86 and '87 were considered and approved. ISCAS '86 will be held 3 in Santa Clara, CA under the chairmanship of Shu-Park Chan and ISCAS '87 will be held in Philadelphia, P A, under the chairmanship of Sam Bedrosian. Proposals for an overseas ISCAS '88 are expected to be considered at the next AdCom meeting.
By the time you receive this issue of Circuits and Systems Magazine, the . Santa Clara ICCAD '83 will no doubt be history. After scanning the very impressive ICCAD '83 Advance Program and thoroughly interrogating my crystal ball, I confidently predict that ICCAD '83 will be an overwhelming success. I would like to express my deep gratitude and congratulations to John Golembeski, Bill McCalla, and their committees for putting together such an outstanding conference. Given the short time they had to work with, the results they achieved are truly remarkable. Next month's New York ICCD '83 will be upon us before we know it. Having received the ICCD '83 Advance Program, I am impressed by the numerous interesting papers and panel discussions planned. If you have not already done so, I urge you to take the time to examine this program and make plans to attend. The organization of the combined '84 IC-CAD/ICCD Conference and its annual successors is underway. A joint CAS/Computer Society Committee is organizing this conference; after the organizational work is completed, the committee will serve as the governing body for this conference on a continuing basis. The CAS representatives on this committee are Ian Getreu, Chuck Gwyn, and Tim Trick.
As many of you are aware, the initial '83 CAS AdCom meeting was held on May 3, in conjunction with ISCAS '83. I have already made reference to several actions and issues considered by this AdCom. There Continued on p. 21.
